NOTICE

Sub: Updated Answer keys of the written test held on Jan 27 & 28, 2022 for various non-teaching/skill post against Advt. No-SVSU/2020/Estt./NT/9 & 10

Reference: this office notice Rectt/20/NT/09-10/03 dated Jan 28, 2022 vide which Question papers along with Answer keys of the written test held on Jan 27 - 28, 2022 for various non-teaching posts against Advt. No-SVSU/2020/Estt./NT/09 & 10 were uploaded on the website

After careful consideration of all the comments/observations/objections received from the applicants through email at svsuquestionpaper@gmail.com by the respective subject/discipline expert, the answer keys have been updated, only wherever deemed appropriate/required, and hereby made available on the website of the University www.svsu.ac.in for information of all concerned. The evaluation of the written test answer-sheets is being done accordingly.

Please note that these are the final answer keys and no further observation/representation/objection will be received/considered at this stage.
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Copy to: All concerned
Web Administrator: to upload on the University website